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WHITES
LAURENT MIQUEL CHARDONNAY – FRANCE

Glass

Bottle

11

39

In a region where high alcohol and low acidity wines are legion, Laurent promotes a more balanced approach letting the true character of
each grape shine with a nice refreshing acidity and a pure ﬁnish. This Chardonnay is un-oaked displaying ﬂoral notes of acacia with subtle
white peach aromas and a bright citrusy ﬁnish. To add to the mix there is the distinct Languedoc signature which reveals itself a lingering
thyme and mint.

GONNET LE REVEUR BLANC – FRANCE

11

39

MURRIETA’S WELL “THE WHIP” WHITE BLEND – CALIFORNIA

12

43

LES CAILLOUX BORDEAUX BLANC – FRANCE

12

43

MARCI’S RESERVE CHARDONNAY - MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA

12

N/A

ALOIS LAGEDER PINOT GRIGIO – ITALY

12

43

A perfect blend of grapes picked at perfect ripeness oﬀer multiple nuances of yellow fruits, acacia ﬂowers and wet stones. Lovely weight
and fruit qualities through the mid-palate with very good spice complexity. The ﬁnish is bright with hints of lemon and minerality and a
clean ﬁnish.
A wine with aromatic appeal providing a textured and delicious palate and a crisp ﬁnish. Viognier, Orange Muscat, Sauvignon Blanc,
Semillon and Chardonnay grapes make this wine irresistible; from aromas of Magnolia blossom to dried lime peel, the Chardonnay
accentuating its rich and full palate, and the Sauvignon adding acidity.

Les Cailloux Blanc is the pure expression of Sauvignon Blanc grown on the greatest terroirs of Bordeaux where the most legendary
growths are located. Aged in traditional French barrels, the bouquet is rich with citrus fruit, well ripened white peach and wild- ﬂowers
aroma, with an elegant hint of brioche and lemon curd.

Grapes were selected when ripe and bursting with ﬂavors to fashion a Chardonnay in a rich, luscious and elegant style oﬀering a unique
creaminess that ﬂourishes with stone fruit and kissed by delicate lemon notes; lovely vanilla ﬁnish makes it irresistible.
Brilliant straw-yellow color with a green shimmer, white stone fruit, almond shapes the delicate and aromatic nose. The fresh, rounded
palate of ripe apple, white peach and a hint of citrus before a juicy ﬁnish.

*CARPENE MALVOTTI PROSECCO BRUT

9

*CARPENE MALVOTTI PROSECCO ROSÉ

10

ROSÉS
FATTORIA DI BASCIANO ROSÉ DI TOSCANA

13

46

TAGO TINTO TEJO RED BLEND – PORTUGAL

12

43

TELMO RODRIGUEZ LAGANZA “LZ” - SPAIN

14

49

DANCING COYOTE PETITE SIRAH – CALIFORNIA

12

43

LEYLA CABERNET SAUVIGNON – CALIFORNIA

18

N/A

REID’S PINOT NOIR - CALIFORNIA

12

N/A

FINCA LA CELIA CABERNET FRANC – ARGENTINA

13

46

Made entirely from the sublime Sangiovese grape gives the wine its deep red color, this is a Rosé with marked ﬂoral notes, crisp and
concentrated with ﬂavors of Maraschino cherry, thyme and sage. One of our favorite Rosés of the year!!

REDS
This is an equal classic blend of Portuguese grapes with the addition of Cabernet Sauvignon, aged in barrel for 6 months. Aromas of
blueberries, mulberries and roses explode from the glass, leading into ﬂavors of the same along with black truﬄe and black pepper. This
is sturdy and ready to stand up to steak, sausage or a juicy burger. A must try!
This is a Rioja with a completely diﬀerent proﬁle, juicy and approachable. LZ expresses bright, vibrant aromas and prominent fruit with
notes of licorice and an absence of wood. Pure, with depth and complexity and round, soft tannins. A perfect pairing with meat pasta
sauce.

The Clarksburg appellation is known for producing top quality Petite Sirah and this wine is in no way petite – It is big, inky and luscious
with baked blackberry, spicy smoked hickory and no shortage of ﬂavor. It has the perfect mouth feel of chewy tannins yet ﬁnishes
surprisingly smooth for a Petite Sirah.

Made from grapes grown in the complex soils of the famous “Rutherford Bench” in Napa Valley have allowed us to create a wine bursting
with aromas and ﬂavors of dark cherry and plum; such generous ﬂavors will immediately take center stage on the palate, while cinnamon,
clove, and dark chocolate gracefully add a layer of complexity. Good integration of French oak and balanced tannins complete the taste.
Fruit ﬂavors, structure and minerality are the key elements is this Pinot Noir. Layered in ﬂavors driven by Bing to black cherry, rhubarb
plus our signature spice component add dimension and depth. The subtle minerality enhances its structure providing its exceptional
ability to pair with almost any food.

Deep red with aromas of black pepper and black cherry leading to a broad and supple palate revealing dark fruits and soft toasted wood;
nicely textured and approachable with excellent silky tannins and great vivacity.

wine bottles from retail consumed at the bar must be $25 or higher
*Excluded from all wine promptions and specials

